MEMORANDUM OF MEETING OR CONVERSATION

□ TELEPHONE  □ PERSONAL  TIME: 2:45  DATE: 5/17/90

ORIGINATING PARTY  OTHER PARTIES

Sharon Moore, HAFB  David Wogan

SUBJECT  HAFB Storage area floor

DISCUSSION  HAFB wants to continue to use their existing building, with its cracked floor, until 1992 or 1993 when they anticipate getting a new building design and funding to replace the facility. Sharon wanted to know how this would impact the permitting. At the 1992 deadline, it said I wasn't sure exactly what happened in 1992 and the Mugger Dave Day said he would have to have a permit by then, and the way to go might be to go ahead and get a permit based on the existing building or then modify it for the new building, but that it would have to ask Elizabeth Gordon how all this would work.

Sharon said they'd get some contaminated pads made to set the drums in while they continued to use the existing floor.

CONCLUSIONS OR AGREEMENTS

DISTRIBUTION  SIGNED
NEW MEXICO ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT DIVISION
Permitting Section
ATTN: Dave Morgan
1100 St. Francis Drive
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503

This is to document a telephone conversation held on 17 May 1990, between Dave Morgan, NMEID, and Sharon Moore, DME, with regard to the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office (DRMO) hazardous waste storage facility.

1. The base will continue to utilize the existing facility for the purpose of hazardous waste storage until new construction begins. DLA in Battle Creek, Michigan, funds the construction of a new facility. It is anticipated the facility will be funded in FY 1992-1993 time frame. The base has recently been informed that DLA has site proposed facility 90% designed. The base will provide the drawings for the proposed facility should the NMEID desire to have them. The base will request from the NMEID the Part B be modified to reflect the new facility when constructed.

2. Until such time a new facility is constructed, drip pans will be installed both inside and outside, in all areas of hazardous waste storage, to ensure compliance with secondary containment requirements.

3. The point of contact for this is Cheryl Hancock at (505) 793-7037.

MRS. E. MOFFITT
Deputy, Base Civil Engineer

call O. Rollence, DRMO/YDM